ABOUT THE ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
This PreEmptive customer is one of the world’s leading electronic manufacturing companies; they transform today’s measurement experiences through innovations in wireless, modular, and software solutions through the creation of design tools, test instruments, systems, software, accessories, and more.

With their start in the late 90’s as a large IT company, they spun off, acquired new customers, and gained IPOs that propelled their evolution into the electronic equipment testing company we know them as today. Nearly twenty years later their dynamic story continues to show one thing rings true: the steadfast choice to protect with PreEmptive.

THE NEED TO SAFEGUARD INNOVATIONS SINCE 2003
With continued growth and expansion of their product lines, this customer saw the need to protect their IP, while also preventing potential security breaches for applications running in offline settings.

In finding Dotfuscator, they were able to achieve both goals, in addition to utilizing anti-tamper protection to alert the team if a hacker attempted to modify their applications. Furthermore, Dotfuscator came equipped with renaming, control flow, pruning, linking, and code injection features to protect their .NET applications.

LONG TERM PARTNERSHIP AND SUCCESS
Nearly 20 years later amidst organizational changes and a larger scope of applications to protect on a global scale, this customer continues to partner with PreEmptive to protect their IP.

Additionally, they’ve become prime drivers of the PreEmptive Protection suite; they work closely with PreEmptive’s development team as beta testers of multiple projects including advanced obfuscation enhancements, new decompilers, and project load and build time performance improvements.

They too find it of the utmost importance to keep up with technological advancements, and for that reason they soon plan to integrate JSDefender to protect their JavaScript applications.

We value the relationship that we have [with PreEmptive] and look forward to continuing it. It’s [Dotfuscator] been invaluable to protecting our PC products.

Global Licensing Manager